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EVENT CALENDAR
May
5
8
9
16
23
26-28
26-27
26-27
26-27
30

Trans Folsom Race
Membership Meeting
Beer Can Race
Beer Can Race
Beer Can Race
Memorial Day Cruise
Whiskeytown Regatta (CB)
Fernridge Regatta (S-20)
Lake Washington Jazz Regatta
Beer Can Race

11:00 a.m.
6:30 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
6:00 pm

Folsom Lake
Amore Café, 2220 Gold Spring Ct, Gold River
Folsom Marina
Folsom Marina
Folsom Marina
TBD
Whiskeytown NRA
Fernridge Lake, Oregon
Port of Sacramento
Folsom Marina

2-3
6
9
9-10
12
13
20
23
27

Go for the Gold Regatta
Beer Can Race
Notes on Boats
Jazz Cruise
Membership Meeting
Beer Can Race
Beer Can Race
Lady and the Tramp Regatta
Beer Can Race

TBD
6:00 pm
Noon
TBD
6:30 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
10:00 am
6:00 pm

Scott’s Flat Reservoir
Folsom Marina
Folsom Lake – New York Cove
Folsom Lake
Amore Café, 2220 Gold Spring Ct, Gold River
Folsom Marina
Folsom Marina
Folsom Lake – South Fork
Folsom Marina

7-8
10
11
14-15
17

High Sierra Regatta (CB)
Membership Meeting
Beer Can Race
High Sierra Regatta-Keel Boats
Board Meeting

11:00 am
6:30 pm
6:00 pm
11:00 am
7:00 pm

Huntington Lake
Amore Café, 2220 Gold Spring Ct, Gold River
Folsom Marina
Huntington Lake
Galeria Residence

June

July

COMMODORE’S
COLUMN
WOW! We had some great events in April and it looks like the good times
are going to continue in May.
At the Member’s Meeting on April 10th Charles Witcher shared some very
local knowledge about which way the wind ‘normally’ blows around our race course. Equally important, he
explained why it happens without getting too technical, and how we can use this knowledge at other
venues, such as Whiskeytown, Huntington Lake, and even in the Tran-Folsom Race. We asked Charles to
share this information with all our members, and he graciously did so, just before the Cam Cup Regatta.
Of course, being that it was Cam Cup weekend the winds were anything but normal. Still, it’s very useful
information that all those attending the meeting will be using for years to come. ……. Thanks, Charles.

Speaking of the Camellia Cup Regatta, it was fun and very exciting! I’ll leave all the details and
thanking the many volunteers to John Poimiroo later in this issue. However, I’d be remiss if I didn’t take
this opportunity to publicly thank John for his great job, once again, for organizing the regatta, getting
great press coverage, and increasing participation by 29 percent. ….. Thanks, John.
Our next Member’s Meeting is scheduled for May 8th, again at the now very popular Amore Café,
2220 Gold Spring Court, Gold River, just a few doors from ‘Chevy’s’ off Sunrise Blvd. At the meeting
Mark Erdrich [with ad lib comments from his crew, I’m sure] will give a presentation on “Road Trip
Regattas: How to Plan, Have Fun, and ‘Win on the Road’.” I’ve heard some refer to this as ‘Sailing World
meets National Lampoon’. Call it what you will, it will be interesting, informative, and fun.
I hope to see you there – at the Trans-Folsom and at the May member’s meeting.
Steve

VICE
COMMODORE’S
REPORT
What a Camellia Cup that was! Between the rain on Saturday, and the wind on Sunday, I don’t
think anyone is going to forget that one soon. Congratulations to John Poimiroo for organizing another
excellent event, and to Mary Niederberger-Lee and team for the outstanding Race Committee work in
the most challenging conditions I’ve ever seen on the lake.
Next up is the Trans-Folsom Champagne Challenge on May 5th. Steve Galeria has volunteered to
handle the Race Committee duties that day (but if you’re available, I’m sure he could use an extra hand
or two).
I have a proposal I’d like feedback on. For some of the less huge events (Lady & the Tramp,
Singlehanded, etc.), I’d like to hand the awards out at the monthly meeting following the event. We’d
still announce the results after the event, but by handing the awards out later, we accomplish a couple of
tasks; more publicity and awareness about the events (and participants), and allow us to reduce costs by
purchasing the exact number of awards needed (and even personalize them).
What do you think? Any thoughts?
Mark
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KEEL NEWS
Well, here we are, springtime again and time to use your boat, now that its
back in its slip--or at home, as the case may be. Ideal time to prepare for the
Trans-Folsom Race, 21 delightful miles, Saturday, May 5, final registration 8:30 am
at the FLYC dock. Check the Champagne Challenge publicity. This race is especially
interesting for its reverse handicap system. If your boat is slower in rating, you start sooner.
Conversely, if faster, you wait a while to start. You never know who will win, but the finish at our own
dock will tell. Just check the previous results: Catalina 22 and ultraspeed sportboats have won.
All you keelboats come out for this one. No quick tacking, no close rounding situations you may
be hesitant about, just a BIG LONG RACE with plenty of time to have a really good time while sailing
about as far as you would want on our lake. Be sure to bring food and drink, as it takes time.
George

DINGHY NEWS
Over half the boats in this year’s Camellia Cup were dinghies – 36 boats in
five classes. Wow! I didn’t attend this year but did interview several dinghy
sailors who did participate. It sounds like it was a tough weekend with a cold, wet
Saturday and then too much wind on Sunday, but it did make for some very
exciting news reports.
In the open class Pakhtun Shah took first place in his 24’ 3” Raven with 5 points, followed by Dan
Clark in his Thistle with 9 points. These two boats rate the same even though the Raven is over 7’
longer, weighs twice as much, and has over 100 sq ft more sail area (main and jib) than the spinnaker
equipped Thistle. Megabyte sailors Charlie Hess and Erich Bauer from Stockton Sailing Club made a
good showing getting 3rd and 4th in the open class having only participated in the first two races.
Sunday’s blow out worked to their advantage since they were racing Erich’s Etchells at Stockton on
Sunday and couldn’t participate both days for the C-Cup. The single handed Banshee Fleet had five
boats participate. Jerry Beaver captured first place with three bullets followed by Steve Galeria with 3
second place finishes. Well done guys! The Coronado 15’s had the largest fleet with 10 boats allowing
David Rumbaugh’s three bullets to claim the Camellia Cup. The Lido Fleet had the boat count to be in
contention for the cup but the fleet was too competitive to match David Rumbaugh’s performance in the
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C-15 Class. Butch Michel and George Koch ended up tying with 8 points, with the tie breaker going to
Butch. Even the Day Sailers came out to play with Dean Iwahashi taking the honors of the five boat
fleet.
With the resurgence of dinghies, it is a joy to see the range of boats from 13’ Banshees to 24’
Ravens with designs from the 40s (Raven and Thistle), 50s (Day Sailer), late 60s (Banshee), early 70s (C15, Laser), and late 90s (Byte, Megabyte). All the boats are competitive and fun.
The next major regatta on the Lake Circuit is Whiskey Town Memorial Day Regatta. We’re
attending and hope the dinghy fleets make the trek to Redding this year. After the 45+ gusts winds
during Sunday’s Camellia Cup, Whiskey Town’s normally blustery conditions should be placid by
comparison. I hope to see you there!
Dean

TREASURER’S REPORT
FLYC still has 2007 California State Park Passes for sale, good for car and boat
through the end of March 2008. This pass is now discounted at $150 (full face value
was $200 in March). It's good at any State Park, including boat launch fee.
Please email or call, and let me know if you or someone you know is interested in a pass.
Gary_Karen_Preston@compuserve.com
Home: (916) 979-9819

Accounting for Coho Purchase
Available Funds in Reserve
Long Term Investments $8,559.66
Keith Steele Memorial Fund $2,152.24
Total Available Funds
$10,711.90
Expenses
Coho 18 & Trailer $5,500.00
Engine repairs $ 670.53
Tax,License,Registration,Insurance $ 346.00
Miscellaneous $ 240.37
Total Expenses
Total Remaining Reserve Funds
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$ (6,756.90)
$ 3,955.01

Gary

FLEET 4
4um
This past month saw one of the more memorable Camellia Cup Regattas in
recent years. The weatherman almost got it right, the turnout was up from last year
and the story book has some new entries.
The forecast was for morning rain clearing during the day on Saturday and
NW winds to 25 on Sunday.
Saturday was WET; raining all day long-quite heavy at times. The open cockpit dingy types were
bailing rainwater between every race. Crews on the cabin boats took turns going below to dry out.
Saturday was COLD; pretty cold when you’re soaking wet between races. The consensus was it
was cold unless you where racing.
Saturday was WINDY; enough wind to put in the occasional reef and set the traveler down to the
middle or lower end.
Three races were held with courses of “A”, “C” & “A” with mark 4 or 5 being the weather mark.
For the C22 fleet it seemed that there was little passing and that good starts were needed as the
leaders weren’t making many mistakes.
The wind was strong enough that crews were having a tough time setting the pole to go wing-onwing downwind. Yours truly gave up as the GPS said we were doing 8.2 mph-faster than I thought hull
speed would allow. 7.4 MPH was the fastest “SIRIUS” had recorded previously with me driving her.
The racing was followed by dinner, beer and a raffle with Sharon Hart’s tent keeping everyone
dry.
SUNDAY the weatherman got it right. Only there was more wind than predicted. Gusts to 40
were reported. The Race Committee did the right thing calling off the races as the safety issues were
dominating them. The committee boat was using 2 anchors and taking waves over the deck and had their
hands full.
The Coast Guard Auxiliary was also busy earning their donation this time. They assisted several
of the dingy types and towed several boats back to the marina. Some minor breakage and missing parts
(torn sails-missing rudders-broken masts) did occur, but all hands returned safely to shore for the
warmth, food, beer and awards.
The results are posted at: http://www.flyc.org/pdfs/CamelliaCupResults.pdf.
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TECH TALK
“THE WHEEL” during the second race of spring series 4 I noticed a phenomena that I refer to as
The Wheel. The wind can come from any direction, but what is unique is that it seems to come from
several directions. It is probably caused when a down draft mixes with the predominant wind. I have
noticed that this occurs in light to medium air and is like a very large soft puff. On Folsom Lake it
appears when the wind is from the SW through to the NW.
You can’t see it coming, unless there are boats to weather that seem to be sailing courses that
are not parallel or perpendicular to each other or you.
The other observable is that while going to weather, you can’t reach the lay line, i.e. a long gradual
lift, keeping the mark at the same relative bearing abeam or forward of the beam.
TACK as soon as you recognize it. Any nearby boat on the opposite tack will have you for lunch if
you don’t. The further from the mark, the more you loose.
You are on the OUTSIDE of THE WHEEL, and the distance traveled is much greater than near
the hub. See the illustration following this article.
The starboard tacks (S1-S2) are equal length but the port tacks (P1-P2) show the distance
saved. Same on the opposite tack-you need to get toward the center of the wheel.
Any suggested topics? Let me know and I’ll try to address it. Fair Sailing Michael Rayfuse
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Gone With The Wind
41st Annual Camellia Cup
An exhilarating Camellia Cup came to a windblown close on Sunday, April 15 when the race
committee was forced to abandon the second day of racing after 15 – 20 mph winds, gusting to over 40
miles per hour, had capsized and broken several boats, requiring several rescues.
Of the classes that started on the second day it seemed none of them were able to round the
course without drama, causing Principal Race Officer Steve Galeria to motor the Whaler out against
five-foot swells to flag racing boats from the lake. All ended well, despite some boats breaking rudders,
rigging and sails, as all returned to port safely with spirits still high.
FLYC was praised by several competitors for the smooth and safe administration of this year’s
race and the sound decisions made in shortening the regatta. There are several to thank for those
events. Let’s begin with PRO and Commodore Steve Galeria who led changes to CamCup this year that
improved safety and resulted in a very fair and welcoming approach to racing. Steve seemed to be
everywhere this year. He also arranged for the caterer and t-shirt design, and presented trophies.
Steve is a superb and distinguished leader and, as always, was a steady hand at helm of the racing
decisions. On Sunday, he stepped off his Banshee (as did all the Banshee skippers) so that he could
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assist the Race Committee on what became a serious day of racing and decisions.
Leading those decisions was Race Committee Chairperson, Mary Niederberger. Mary and her
crew were handed the tall order of having to manage nine starts on concentric circles in shifting winds.
This meant calling long courses to avoid classes running over one another. Strong winds (8 to 12) on
Saturday allowed longer Double C’s and Double A’s, though safety concerns prevented the RC from
starting successive races, as they had planned, due to shifting winds. Had the RC done so and the winds
continued to shift, finishers would likely have been crossing starters – and with 67 boats sailing, that
was a lot to keep track of. At one point, the center of the course was a web of boats zig-zagging across
the water at full speed. As it was, on Saturday, racing continued to after 4 p.m. in drenching rain and
chilling breezes. On Sunday, though it was drier and thus seemed warmer, the winds built quickly from
10 to 15 to 20 to gusts double that mark, snapping wire outhauls in half, flipping Coronado 15s upside
down, crushing the C15 leader’s rudder, and rounding up the leading Santana 20 as it tried to gybe its
chute.
Assisting Mary on a freshly repainted, yet now storm-christened, committee boat were Karen
Preston, Joan Poimiroo, Susie and Michael Van Hooser, Sue Fishman from the Lake Washington Sailing
Club and retired Marine Corps Gunnery Sergeant Vern Brogdon who helped Steve Galeria retrieve boats
despite raging spray. Mel Morrison braved the swells to assist the rescue of boats, as well. At times,
RC members on the Kayot had to rush to the stern to keep her bow from being sucked down into a
trough.
Clearly, a sound regatta to that point was being converted into an unfair contest of survival of
the fittest. That’s when the November flag flew to the top of the signal hoist and Steve and Vern
dared bouncing the Whaler across the lake in what Steve later described as a ride marked by flights
over swells and crushing landings that would have split a lesser boat in half. And so, what was left of the
racers on the lake headed to the protection of Brown’s Ravine and the earliest awards ceremony held in
memory.
The press support this year was bigger than in past years, perhaps because of the strong winds
and reports of what had happened on the lake. Mel Morrison braved the weather to captain a press boat
both days that ferried photographers and video crews from the Sacramento Bee, Folsom Telegraph and
KCRA to record the race. Coverage appeared on Websites, TV and in newspapers following the race.
Monty Biles took nearly 900 photographs which were posted by Mark Erdrich on FLYC.org by Sunday
night. John Poimiroo alerted media and wrote and distributed race results which appeared broadly on TV
and in print and online media.
Stalwarts on the planning committee included Mike and Madeline Rayfuse who also obtained raffle
prizes, picked up the beer and beer trailer and handled Sunday hot dog and beer sales. Gary Preston
who attentively tracked expenses and managed budgets, keeping us on track (we ended up clearing
$1,600 in the black on the race – important to the club’s financial health), Austin Quilty , who helped
guide event planning, arranged for creation of a raffle prize sailing quilt from his talented sisters, and
provided his fifth wheel trailer for use as an RC and Scoring center, while George Koch, Bob Backer,
Scott Frederickson, Geoff Baxter, Craig Lee, Mark Erdrich, Steve Galeria and others were on standby
at George’s RV to assist with protest judging. Our normal group of judges was expanded this year, so
that we have additional trained judges for future regattas.
Among the many club members who helped set up and take down the tent, registration and
banquet areas were: Mack and Kris Bishop, Scott and Virginia Frederickson, Mark and Stephanie Erdrich,
Austin Quilty , Charles Witcher and Sherron Hart , Mike and Madeline Rayfuse, Monty Biles, Mel
Morrison, Steve Galeria, Craig Lee and Mary Niederberger, Bob Carl, Charlie Wilson, Mark and Carolyn
McMaster, and John and Joan Poimiroo.
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Several members of the Lake Washington Sailing Club assisted on committee and elsewhere,
providing a much appreciate boost to our ranks. We owe them support and thanks. Thanks too to Joan
Poimiroo and Madeline Rayfuse for finding raffle prizes, Stephanie Erdrich for arranging for the singer
(and finding a replacement when our standby contracted pneumonia) and to Kris Bishop, Monty Biles and
Brian Dawson for assisting with raffle ticket sales and drawings.
Special thanks to Ed Sweeney and the United States Coast Guard Auxiliary who provided rescue
cover to the Camellia Cup. They were true professionals this year, standing off unless assistance was
requested or they deemed it absolutely necessary. As a result, though some equipment broke, all sailors
went home safe and sound.
To all those I failed to mention who helped in some fashion… my apologies. No omission was
intentional. There just were too many people offering to help and standing up to do so when we needed
it. Too all who did, Bravo Zulu! And, if this report on the 41st Camellia Cup seems windier than usual…
well, it was!
John Poimiroo,
CamCup Chairman

Camellia Cup Results
Sailors Dave Rumbaugh of Sacramento and Anne Jaeschke of Alameda on a Coronado 15 overcame
winds so strong that their rudder was torn from their boat, to win the 41st annual Camellia Cup on
Folsom Lake.
Rumbaugh and Jaeschke represented Sacramento ’s Lake Washington Sailing Club in winning the
Camellia Cup, the Open Centerboard Perpetual Trophy and the Coronado 15 class. Sixtry-three boats,
from 13-foot Banshees to a 25-foot Catalina competed in the Folsom Lake Yacht Club regatta which
annually marks the opening of the boating season in the Sacramento area and which attracted sailors
from as far away as Eugene, Oregon .
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Top Keelboat was “Sea Bear,” a Santana 20 skippered by Jason Crowson of El Dorado Hills. The
“Top Cat” award for fastest multihull was presented for the second year to Todd and Barbara Craig of
Roseville, who rode a Hobie Miracle 20.
Sailing in winds that topped 20 miles per hour, the boats competed under small craft advisories
on Folsom Lake, described by Folsom Lake Yacht Club Commodore Steve Galeria as “the most challenging
two days of sailing on Folsom Lake in years.”
Results by class follow (skipper, club, boat type, boat name, points):
Banshee
1.
2
3
4
5

Jerry Beaver, FLYC, Leave it to, 3 points
Steve Galeria, FLYC, 2 Slick, 6 points
Bob Backer, FLYC, Yahoo!, 11 points
Tom Goodwin, FLYC, Wild Ride, 11 points
Bob Carl, FLYC, 14 points

Catalina 22
1
Tom Page, FLYC, Late Start, 5 points
2
David Torrisi, SJSC, Dumbo, 9 points
3
Michael Rayfuse, FLYC, Sirius, 10 points
4
Greg Rohde, Fleet 4, Criosaidh, 11 points
5
Aaron Peddy, Sacramento , Mock Turtle, 12 points
6
Dave Strain, FLYC, 16 points
7
Jason Jenkins, FLYC, 23 points
8
Don Koropp, 27 points
Coronado 15
1
David Rumbaugh, LWSC, 3 points
2
Kevin Wasbauer, 7 points
3
Steve Fishman, LWSC, 17 points
4
Kerry Johnson, FLYC, Holy Guacamole, 17 points
5
Craig Lee, FLYC, Scat, 18 points
6
Matt Eister, LWSC, 21 points
7
Kiersten Vance, FLYC, Spindrift, 25 points
8
Michael Johnson, LWSC, Attitude, 28 points
9
Chris Currier, LWSC, Tres, 29 points
10
Joe Gentry, LWSC, Michelle’s Nightmare, 33 points

Lido 14
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Butch Michel, Fleet 8, Flip Flop, 8 points
George Koch, FLYC, Lidocaine, 8 points
Charles Witcher, FLYC, Double or Nothing, 14 points
Mark Dawson, US Sail, Common Abnormality, 14 points
Richard Leijonflycht, LWSC, Topogriegio, 18 points
Pat Sayer-Handley, LWSC, 21 points
Rodney Neis, LWSC, Happy Bottom, 22 points
Terry Hensley, MBYC, 25 points
Michael Pascual, LWSC, 29 points

Multihull
1
2
3
4
5
6

Todd Craig, FLYC, Hobie Miracle 20, 12 points
Mark Lewis, Hobie 20, 15 points
Karl Engellenner, Hobie Flt 17, Hobie Tiger 18, 15 points
Frank Ternullo, Hobie Tiger, 18 points
Jerry Grant, GCYC, F24 TriMk, Freedom Dance, 21 points
Jacob Sailer, Hobie 20, 21 points

Open Keel
1
Rob Koch, FLYC, J22, Poco-a-poco, 5 points
2
Phil Hodgson, FLYC, Wavelength 24, Te Natura, 8 points
3
Ben French, Catalina 25, Ruff, 8 points
4
Darrell French, Capri 22, Windstruck, 14 points
5
Rick Nelson, Tempest, Mister Bone, 14 points

Day Sailer
1
Dean Iwahashi, FYC, Long Gone, 9 points
2
Dave Keran, FYC, Vieja, 9 points
3
Mike Gillum, FLYC, 12 points
4
Len Fiock, SCYC, Pilikia, 16 points
5
Charles Gray, SYC, Half Moon, 18 points

Santana 20
1
Jason Crowson, RYC, Sea Bear, 6 points
2
Jerald Skeen, EYC, Atomic Duck, 7 points
3
Mark Erdrich, FLYC, Fusion, 8 points
4
Aaron Lee, BYC, Pip Squeak, 11 points
5
Rick Gilstrap, EYC, Chicken Boat, 21 points
6
Jarian Westfall, FLYC, Diana, 22 points
7
Mack Bishop, FLYC, Che, 25 points
8
Blair Wallace, Tinkertoy, 25 points
9
Leeanne Bale-Fish, EYC, Giddy Up, 29 points
10
Francis Samson, FYC, Impulse, 30 points
11
Lance Purdy,SYC, Disaster Area, 33 points
12
Sean Thomas, 35 points

Open Centerboard
1
Pakhtun Shah, FLYC, Raven, 5 points
2
Dan Clark, LWSC, Thistle, Tippecanoe , 9 points
3
Charlie Hess, SYC, Megabyte, Imagine, 12 points
4
Erich Bauer, RYC, Megabyte, Sand Dollar, 14 points
5
Stephen Aguilar, Laser, 18 points
6
Chris Rutz, TYC, I-14, Paul, 19 points
7
Laurie Davis, IYC, Byte CII, 22 points
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2007
2007 Board of Directors
Commodore

Steve Galeria

635-3911

2007
007 Committee Chairs
Adult Sail

galeria@sbcglobal.net
Vice Commodore

Mark Erdrich

Roy Bonk

965-4325

jbonk@pacbell.net
685-4869

Annual Banquet

Mark@zenzonesoftware.com
Rear Commodore

Phil Hodgson

672-8775

Camellia Cup

phodgson@innercite.com
Secretary

Lanette Strain

John Poimiroo

933-3414

john@poimiroo.com
933-2346

Facilities

979-9819

Merchandise

landave@copper.net
Treasurer

Gary Preston

gary_karen_preston@compuserve.com
Directors-at-Large

Charles Witcher

Sherron Hart

456-6388

hartsails@sbcglobal.net

456-6388

Monthly Programs

BOD

359-0565

Telltale Editor

Mary Niederberger

hartsails@sbcglobal.net
Michael Rayfuse
mrehfus@surewest.net
Staff Commodore

John Poimiroo

939-9114

cal3man@sbcglobal.net
933-3414

Travel

john@poimiroo.com

Karen Preston

979-9819

gary_karen_preston@compuserve.com
Youth Sail

Bill Blackburn

677-7715

bblackburn@innercite.com
Webmaster

2007
2007 Fleet Captains
Centerboard Fleets

Dean Eppley

985-4236

Mack Bishop

2007
2007 Fleet Captains
995-8421

Banshee Fleet 1

mackbishop@q-gis.com
Open Keel

George Koch

685-4869

Mark@zenzonesoftware.com

daeppley@comcast.net
Santana 20 Fleet 12

Mark Erdrich

Geoff Baxter

817-3923

Geoffrey.Baxter@worleyparsons.com
967-0820

Catalina 22 Fleet 4

gkoch@macnexus.org

Mike Rayfuse

359-0565

mrehfus@surewest.net

Folsom Lake Yacht Club was organized in 1956 to foster and perpetuate the sport of sailing and to conduct sailing activities; to conduct and encourage
growth and development of sailboat racing; to conduct social activities among members of the Club and mutually interested organizations and to uphold the
principles of good sportsmanship and the highest standards of the sport of sailing. FLYC is a member of PICYA, USSail and YRA.

3840 Arrowhead Drive
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762-4505
First Class
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